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“Anyone who needs me, and whom I can help,
is my neighbour.”
Benedict XVI, Deus caritas est, 15

Is “justice before God” Christian love? Many Christians believe so, because they want to go
beyond current notions of justice as equality or the satisfaction of everyone’s rights. They wish to
overcome such mean notions for the sake of generosity or gratuity. This approach is clearly Christian,
but we believe that justice, even “before God”, is not love. Love is a call, and a calling; justice is a
duty. A duty of which the ideal of love does not exempt us from.
We shall give our reflection a concrete dimension by applying it to social welfare.
Justice
In the Katholikentag forum, C.I.L. proposed to start from the classical, indeed ancient concept
of equality within difference. Justice is not the yoke of a forced equalization among people who are or
feel different: diverse situations, diverse desires, diverse moral codes call for diverse answers. Nor is
justice the mere statement of equality between persons or communities that is asserted legally but
without anyone being given the means to enforce it. Aristotle already said as much: equality is right
only among equals.
We can understand justice as an indicator of health in our relationships within society, or as a
programme, an ongoing process that must constantly be revived again when it looks precarious, and
defended whenever it has been destabilised.
Justice for Christians
Equality within difference: for justice to receive a Christian connotation, the difference must be
seen in human needs, without concern for merit or reciprocity. Such altruism and detachment refer to
the ideal of Christian love, but without requiring it to be actually achieved. It is the objective state of
need that is aimed at, rather than a subjective inclination. Such justice is not (yet) love but is (already)
an initial Christian demand.
Social welfare enables us to state the question in concrete terms. In the USA, conservative
Christians1 reject a social welfare scheme that is financed by forced contributions. They want it to
stem from a free, voluntary generosity – and it’s a pity for the dependence that would result from this
paternalistic attitude. And if charity does not make it, – it’s a pity for the victims of that lack of
solidarity. This is rooted in is St Paul: “if I bestow all my goods to feed [the poor], and if I give my
body to be burned, but have not love, it profiteth me nothing.” (1Co 13,3). « profiteth me nothing »…
Europeans acknowledge however that it benefits those who need it, and it’s a pity if a number of
citizens resist solidarity: the beneficiaries’ dignity is at stake. In Western Europe, we have chosen a
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E.g. the Catholic philosopher Robert Nozick.
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public social welfare regime that can be generous or not but is ruled by rights and upon forced
contributions: we are in the field of law, with respect to collectively identified needs.
Justice before God
Of course we would like to join both concerns. On the one hand, the need is there and he who
suffers it is my neighbour: this is where justice objectively lies. Of course, if we are not moved by
love, our approach is imperfect: we are short of charity. But this is where “justice before God” lies:
justice as is required for the other’s sake. Without imposing our conditions. Not even our love: we
cannot ask people in need to wait till we can love them…
Such justice is “before God” as it feeds the hungry, heals the sick or houses the homeless (Mt
25). Even if that justice is not inspired by love, at least it is inspired by the recognition and respect for
the other one. It is clearly not God’s own justice, but it is our justice before God.
As European Christians, responsible for others before the other One, we are supposed to look
for justice first and foremost. Possibly with others, including humanists with no beliefs. C.I.L. regret
the lack of consensus that prevents social Europe to gradually generalise a social welfare system that
corrects disparities and warrants, with as few conditions as possible, the security that is called for by
human dignity.
Love
Love is quite another matter. Christian love (agapè) recognizes a child of God in other people
and answers God’s call with enthusiasm – not by submitting to a law, nor even by fighting for justice,
but longing for the wellbeing of others, as “hateful” as they can be. Love raises the other one and finds
its accomplishment in forgiveness. It is definitely beyond morals alone. Beyond calculation. Hence
beyond justice – even before God. Only God’s justice can be love. Only in God can justice be
reconciled with love.2
Unjust, justified and judicious
We still have the theological question raised by the Reformation. Are we to justify ourselves, or
is God the justifying source of our salvation? We must confess that we can be at the same time unjust,
justified and judicious. Our impartiality will always be failing. Law will always be needed to prevent
injustice and define for all citizens what is forbidden, allowed or compulsory. And penalty will always
sanction transgression. Instead, God in Jesus Christ judges us in the sense that He reveals and
challenges our capacity to be faithful to His image. And God judges us able to take our
responsibilities to anticipate, forestall and assume. Though we can act wrongly as well as rightly.
God makes us acceptable where we may feel ourselves unacceptable (Paul Tillich). God’s grace
thus stimulates us to restore our neighbours’ capacity to be acceptable (their dignity), their capacity to
act and their capacity to teach others to act. We will do so for the sake of justice before God if not for
love. With full responsibility and, at the same time, in the hope of God’s mercy.
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“God's passionate love for his people (…) is so great that it turns God against himself, his love against his justice. (…) So
great is God's love for man that by becoming man he follows him even into death, and so reconciles justice and love.”
(Benedict XVI, Deus caritas est, 10)

